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Recall

Fprrn a statement of the farm theGIN Pcn
it's enough to

1 Prone Pco
2 a Let n C IN and assume PG
b Prove Platt

ey Recall that dd Hx means taking the derivative

of Hx n times

Also recall that x kXK 1

Prove that for all n31

da X n n ri D Cn a 2 y
pl Ve proceed by induction an n

Pcn is the statement d
n X n

Based Pci is adz X l

da X l and I so PCD is true

Inductintep Let n31 and assume that Pln is true

That is that dq X n IH

we want to prove Pln 11 that is
dnt X xD

We calculate

IIIT xn adj xml



d intDx

dtDadn x

H n by IH
htt

Go by induction

d X n

for all Nbt De
x

StrongInduction
Recall regular on weak induction

theorem The Principle of Mathematical Induction

For each n EIN let Pln be some statement
it

Plo is true and
For all n CIN Pln Pln 11 is true

then fan all n Pln is true

Sometimes weak induction is not powerful enough
We can make some changes highlighted in red

theorem The Principle of strong Induction

For each n EIN let Pln be some statement



it
Plo is true and
For all n CIN if PLK is true for all k En
then Pln is true

then fan ah n Pln is true

3 the
egg First we make the observation that r T is an irrational

number and that rt I 3

Prove that if r is a nonzero real number such that
net is an integer then from all integers n 31
rn 1 In is an integer

pI We proceed by strong induction on n

Pcn is the statement r 1 In is an integer
Base case Pci is r t rt is an integer

r e tr r t tr which he assumed to be an integer
So Pci is true

Inductimp
Let nail
Assume that Plk is true for all te k en
That is that
rkt IT is an integer for all I Ken IH

we want to show that rn Int is an integer

Notice that
n l n 1rn r a ret r x



By the induction hypothesis each of r In
n lrtf and r x In are integers

So r putti is an integer as hell since multiplying

and subtracting integers gives another integer

This PlnxD is tune

By strong induction it r tr is an integer

then for any npl r In is also an integer

Note 1h we used weak induction we wouldn't be able

to say that rn 1 is an integer in the
induction step
So we really do need to use strong induction here


